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How to Recover SQL server database from suspect mode?


We can recover SQL server database from suspect mode using SQL queries

1.
2.
3.
4.

Log files or data files have got corrupted.
Due to lack of disk space, suspect mode like issue crops up in SQL Server database.
Due to improper shutdown of database Server
Inability of SQL to complete roll-back operation or roll-forward operation







Possible reasons of database going into suspect mode are:

Solution: To recover database from suspect mode, we need to connect SQL server Management
studio using ‘sa’ login credentials

Run this following query one by one

Step 1: Reset the status of suspect database by executing below query:


EXEC sp_resetstatus ‘cosec';

This procedure updates the mode and status columns of the named database in
sys.databases. Also note that log in user having system admin privileges can only perform
this.

Step 2: Set the SUSPECT database into an EMERGENCY mode


ALTER DATABASE COSEC SET EMERGENCY

Once the query got executed successfully the state of the database changed from SUSPECT
to EMERGENCY

Step 3: Check for any of the inconsistency by using query

DBCC checkdb ('COSEC')

Step 4: The next step is to set the database to SINGLE USER mode with ROLLBACK IMMEDIATE
ALTER DATABASE COSEC SET SINGLE_USER WITH ROLLBACK IMMEDIATE



The above query will rollback the transactions if present in the COSEC database and will
bring the database named cosec into Single User mode

Step 5: The next step to perform is DBCC Checkdb along with Repair with Data Loss by
executing below query:
DBCC CheckDB ('COSEC', REPAIR_ALLOW_DATA_LOSS)

NOTE: This query will attempt to repair all reported errors. These repairs can cause some data
loss.

Step 6: After performing the above step the database was brought ONLINE and Multiple Users
access was enabled by query.
ALTER DATABASE COSEC SET MULTI_USER



COSEC database will recover from suspect mode
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